Walker Memorial Will Be Ready For Students Next Fall

SESSION OF NEW FACILITIES
Institute Committee Organizes
With Van Kirk in Chair

The first meeting of the Institute Committee since the recent election was held yesterday in Room 1-100 at 4:30. At the opening of the meeting, a motion to amend the Executive Committee was made. After a brief discussion, the amendment was adopted, and the meeting continued with the agenda items.

Juniors to Play Huntington School Saturday Afternoon

The junior team will play the Huntington School team tomorrow at 3:00 p.m. Although the junior team has been practicing for the past few weeks, they have not had much opportunity to play against other teams. However, they are confident of a good performance and expect to win the game.

PROHIBITION PETITION

The petition presented to the Institute was accepted by the Executive Committee, and a copy was sent to the Architctural Society stating its desire to be informed of the purpose and plans of the petition. The petition was then referred to the Committee on Legislation and Procedure for further action.
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Taylor Memorial Will Be Ready For Students Next Fall

The general plan of the memorial has been worked out, and the design will be presented to the Institute for consideration. The memorial will be located on the campus, and will consist of a bronze statue of the late George Taylor, who was a prominent figure in the field of industrial and engineering education.

The kitchen and dining equipment is being installed, and the furniture is unique in design. Many sets of plates were reviewed before the selection of the present proposed arrangements, which will not fail to give the students a greater sense of self-respect than the old.

A record of continuous service for 35 years.

TECHNOLOGY PICKED TO WIN NEW ENGLANDS

The season will be closed May 30 with a match against Holy Cross. There will be an important meeting of the Holy Cross-Coujours at the field next Wednesday.

The field events will begin at 2:30, with swimming at 3:30. Tickets are now in circulation, and reserved seats are one dollar.

The team will move into the new facilities in the near future, and the board hopes that the new conditions will be made use of by the students for the benefit of the Institute.
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The Advantages We Offer

An efficient and courteous organization, progressive methods, large resources and three offices, conveniently located in different sections of Boston, combine to make the Old Colony Trust Company the most desirable depository in New England.

Capital and Surplus $12,099,000
Total Deposits over $122,000,000

OLD COLONY TRUST COMPANY
92 TEMPLE PLACE 17 COURT STREET BOSTON 222 BOYLSTON ST

Telephone Beach 1041, BOSTON
LOMBARDY INN

Loomis, No. Dear Colleage Theatre
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT

ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Located in front of Dear Colleage Theatre

Telephone: 142, BOSTON

A la Carte Dinner, 4 to 8:30

At the Curtain-Talk

FO RCED by the exigencies of examination-time to suspend its issue for the current year, The Tech leaves its readers a parting word of commendation. It is impossible at any time, and especially now, to predict what new complications in international and Institute affairs will operate to direct Technology responsibilities out of their present field. No one can say how many men at the Institute now will be here to see The Tech’s next issue. But the present situation, viewed in the light of constructive reason, leaves before the undergraduate no more imperative duty than that of setting upon entering the Institute: no more immediate responsibility than to prepare, as he has begun preparation, for a place in the first line of the nation’s engineers. The man who leaves an engineer’s post at this time cannot be certain of anyone to take his place; and the presence of an abundance of engineering skill becomes more necessary with every week of war. With continuance of the war, Technology and all that it means, in spirit and letter, becomes more necessary with every week of war. With continuance of the war, Technology and all that it means, in spirit and letter, becomes more necessary with every week of war.

ATHLETIC HONORS IN WARTIME

W HEN Dartmouth signed her intention of withdrawing from the N. E. I. C. A., A. Maine, Bowdoin and Technology were the logical contenders for first honors in 1917. The Technology team realizing the opportunity thus presented, set earnestly to work, with the result that at the time war was declared it was conceded a strong favorite for the championship. The withdrawal of Maine, Bowdoin and Williams at that time considerably influenced the result. If the section of Technique to do his best, and the managers for the matter which appears in the news columns.

FRI DAY, MAY 18, 1917

VARSITY TENNIS TEAM

The Brown Five Lose to St. Mark’s at Southboro

The varsity team lost to Brown University in a very close match at Providence last Tuesday afternoon. B. B. Brown ’17 was elected captain of the team to take the place of Captain Kizer, who resigned because of an injury sustained in the first of the matches. The tennis team lost to St. Mark’s at Southboro yesterday in a 3-2 match. The team will play Alumni Academy at Stitton college at Stitton tomorrow afternoon.

VARSITY SUMMARY

SINGLES
Swain, Tech., lost to Eddy, Brown, 6-2, 9-4, 9-4
Kinsler, Tech., defeated Ames, Brown, 4-6, 9-4, 9-4
Pierce, Tech., defeated Stockwell, Brown, 9-2, 6-6, 6-6
Wyer, Tech., defeated Pickering, Brown, 6-4, 6-0

DOUBLES
Swain-Kinsler, Tech., lost to Eddy, Ames, Brown, 3-6, 8-4
Pierce-River, Tech., lost to Stockwell, Brown, 6-4, 6-0, 10-9

FRESHMAN SUMMARY

SINGLES
Drake, Freshman, Defeated Hervey, Marks, 6-0, 6-1
ARROW FORM-FIT COLLARS
Curve-cut to fit the neck and shoulders—Will not chafe the shirt—Watercoat cannot ride up under collar.

Hutchins to Manage Tech Show Next Year

Camp Shaking Machines

Model No. 626 accommodates 6 pairs, from 6 to 24, capacity, either Florence or Erlenmeyer shape. This model is particularly suited for the rapid preparatory of Florence or Erlenmeyer shape.

EIMER and AMEND

A medium-sized unit for the laboratory. The units are complete and compact and require no special ventilation. Prices, $22.00.

NEW YORK STUDIO
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Aeronautical Engineering, Dean A. F. Reflections in the three branches of the curriculum—Instructor in Aeronautical Engineering, Alexander Klenlin.
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The Institute is on its portrait photographs.

That imprint reveals you at your bent.
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culture. The model illustrated above, No. 40, accommodating 10 Volumetric Flasks, 100 cc. capacity, is extensively used in sugar laboratories.
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Buy it here and increase your dividend

Wide range of prices to suit different purses

But every hat a real value
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3.00

Your Straw Hat

Collins & Fairbank

IMPORTED CLOTH GOTS, GAPS AND

383 Washington St., E

McMORROVY

College Shoes for College

238 Washington Street, Boston, Opposite Thompson's Spa

STONE & WEBSTER

FINANCE public utility developments.
BUY AND SELL securities.
BUILD reuse power stations, hydroelectric developments, lines, city and interurban railways, gas plants, industrial plants and roads.
CONTRACT either from our own designs or from designs of other engineers or architects.
REPORT on public utility properties, proposed extensions or new projects.
MANAGE railways, light, power and gas companies.

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

LOOK! SEE WHO'S HE

You will doubtless welcome the fact that house is now one of the "Affiliated Departments" of the Harvard Cooperative Society and the Engineering Branch.

We are exclusive agents for Rogers Pump makers of New York's best clothes Young Men's Clothes—Evening Dress Suits, Trousers, Hats— eve rything desirable for men's wear we carry in large varieties.

ORDERS OF THE COOPERATIVE:

WITH AND TECHNOLOGY BRANCH ENTIT

T TO PURCHASE MERCHANDISE OF T

HARBOUR COMPANY AT A 10 PER

THIRTY-ONE ARTICLES

K.

New York, Fifty Broadway, Car Co., corner 14th

Albot Comp.<n

395-403 Washington St.,

H:

UNIFORMS—All kinds, Army and Navy

A specialty.

ALBOT COMP.